
��5�)>. �Ñ°ð�Þ De 2, 2008��` 120 5Ö��Þ�èÞÞ��5 120 5��3��àî|�ZTzZ¼�µ�®������ÕÄ��ÍJ���5�mý�Þr¬�Ä'Þ���à�Ä¶.r��(��Þ�Ä2/�1. (10 points) Find the area of the surfae generated by revolving the urve r2 = os 2�about the x-axis.2. (10 points) Whih of the following are not always true? For eah ase, give aounter-example.a. juj = pu � u b. u � u = juj . u� 0 = 0 d. u� (�u) = 0e. u� v = v � u f. u� (v +w) = u� v + u�wg. (u� v) � v = 0 h. (u� v) �w = u � (v �w)3. (10 points) Find the urvature � of the helix r = a os ti + a sin tj + btk wherea; b > 0. What is the largest value � an have for a given value of b?4. (10 points) An objet of mass m travels along the parabola y = x2 with a onstantspeed of 10 units/se. What is the fore on the objet due to its aeleration at(0; 0) and at (p2; 2)? Write your answers in terms of i and j.5. (10 points) Find the value of �z=�x at the point (1; 1; 1) if the equationxy + z3x� 2yz = 0de�nes z as a funtion of the two independent variables x and y. Then �nd �x=�z atthe same point if the same equation de�nes x as a funtion of the two independentvariables y and z.6. (10 points) In the following problems, �nd the derivative of the funtion at P inthe diretion of w:a. f(x; y) = 2xy � 3y2, P (5; 5), w = 4i+ 3j.b. g(x; y; z) = osxy + eyz + lnxz, P (1; 0; 12 ), w = i+ 2j+ 2k.7. (10 points) Find the linearization L(x; y) of the funtionf(x; y) = x2 � 3xy + 51



at P (2; 1). Then �nd an upper bound for the magnitude jE(x; y)j of the error inthe approximation f(x; y) � L(x; y) over the retangleR : jx� 2j � 0:1; jy � 1j � 0:1:The error satis�es jE(x; y)j � 12M(jx� x0j+ jy � y0j)2if M is any upper bound for the values of jfxxj, jfxyj and fyyj on R.8. (10 points) Let T = g(x; y) be the temperature at the point (x; y) on the ellipsex = 2p2 os t; y = p2 sin t; 0 � t � 2�and suppose that �T�x = y and �T�y = x:a. Loate the maximum temperatures on the ellipse by examining dT=dt andd2T=dt2.b. Suppose that T = xy � 2, �nd the maximum values of T on the ellipse.9. (10 points) Find the ritial point off(x; y) = xy + 2x� lnx2yin the open �rst quadrant (x > 0, y > 0) and show that f takes on a minimumthere. Remember that the Hessian of f is���� fxx fxyfyx fyy ����10. (10 points) Find the largest produt xyz the positive numbers x, y and z an haveif they satisfy the equation x+ y + z2 = 16.11. (10 points) ¶�|ìÌFÝ�L�a. f(x; y) is ontinuous at the point (x0; y0). b. �f�x ����(x0;y0). The point (x0; y0) is a ritial point of the funtion f(x; y) in a region R.12. (10 points) In the following graphs, 0{9 show level urves for the funtions graphedin a{j. Math eah set of urves with the appropriate funtion.2


